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Abstract. The comp!exity of some classical algorithmic problems in free groups is studied. 
Problems like the genctralized word problem, to determine shortest coset representatives, to decide 
whether two subgroups are equal or isomorphic, to decide whether a set of generators is indepen- 
dent or to decide whether a subgroup has finite index, are known to be decidable for free groups. 
We show that these problems are P-complete under log-space reducibility. This is proved by 
encoding the computations of a deterministic polynomially time bounded TM into a subgroup 
of a free group and implementing the Nielsen reduction, one of the main tools for solving 
algorithmi: problems in free groups, in polynomial time. 
1. Introduction 
Much effort has been done in the last years to study computations in algebraic 
structures, especially in groups. Different classes of groups have been investigated 
and the complexity of algorithmic problems like the word, root and conjugacy 
problems was determined [l, 73. It is well known that there exist finitely presented 
groups where these problems have any predescribed complexity [2,3]. 
In this paper we start from another point and study rather simple groups, namely 
finitely generated free groups. There are a lot of problems in free groups known to 
be solvable, whose complexity is not known. Which complexities may be encoded 
by problems in free groups? 
It is still an open problem whether the first order theory of free groups is decidable 
or not, SO an answer to thf: question above may give insight in this problem. The 
usual problems like the word, conjugacy, root, power and order problems are known 
to be solvable in linear time [l]. Here we consider problems in free groups which 
are related to the Nielsen reduction, a powerful tool for solving algorithmic problems 
in free groups. 
Let S be a finite set and F = (S ;fl) the free group with basis S. Then any element 
of F can be represented by a word over 8, 5 = {s, SI s E S> being the set of generators 
and their forma1 inverses. 
The word problem WP is to decide for x E 5” whether x = e in E It is known [7] 
that WPE LOGSPACE (the class of problems solvable in logarithmic space on a TM). 
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The generalized word problem GWP is to decide for any x E S* and any subgroup 
If of F whether x E H. 
We will be interested in finitely generated (f.g.) subgroups only and we will show 
that GWP-and several other problems too-are P-complete under log-space reduci- 
bility (P is the class of problems solvable in polynomial time on a TM). 
To p-ove this we must first give polynomial time algorithms for deciding these 
problems. They are based on a Nielsen reduction algorithm [9,8] which is shown 
to work in polynomial time in Section 2. The existence of polynomial time algorithms 
for several subgroup problems in free groups is proved in Section 3. Finally, in 
Section 4 we encode the computations of a polynomially time bounded TM into an 
appropriate subgroup problem in a free group. This gives a log-space reduction of 
all polynomial-time problems to a subgroup problem in free groups. This reduction 
is used to prove the P-completeness of the subgroup problems. 
For the complexity statements we will use as computing model the usual multi-tape 
deterministic Turing machine and by reducibility we mean many-one reducibility. 
So. for L, r X”, f,, c I’“, L , d L2 means that there is a log-space computable function 
cp : 1” -, I‘” such that ~7 E I!,, itf ME L, for all y E 2”. p is called a transformation 
and the proof that it is log-space computable is often not hard but tedious. So the 
exact proof will be omitted. 
We are interested in free groups with a finite but arbitrary large number of 
generators s,. In order to encode the problems into a finite alphabet 1; we choose 
1’ containing s, S, 0, I and represent the s, and S; by .+(i) and @(i), respectively, 
where p(i) is i in binary. In order to prove that a problem is in P, we give a 
polynomial time algorithm for the unencoded problem. It will always be easy to 
see that the algorithm also works in polynomial time for the encoded problem. 
2. The Nielsen reduction 
Let S be a finite set. We denote by S’ the set of all finite words over S, by e the 
empty word, by 11~1 the length of a word MY and by = the identity on S”. 
If ~={s,$/s~S~, h w ere S is a formal inverse of s, then the free group F with 
generators S has the presentation (S :(1), i.e., only the trivial relations s.?= r = 
.C.s (s f S) hold. Any element of F can be represented by a word H’E S* but the 
representation of group elements by words is not unique. For .I-, ~1 E S* we write 
.Y --- ,I* in F, if .r and v represent the same croup element. A word )I’ is called @CC/J 
r-t~lrrc~d if it contains I?O segment SS or .Cs (s c S). There is a unique freely reduced 
word II with )V = I in F [9] Lvhich is computable in linear time [I]. We get 
.v = ,r in F it‘f P(.u) = [I( .v), so the representation of group elements by freely reduced 
words in free groups is unique. 
If U c 5” we denote by (, 12’) the subgroup of F generated by the u E Lr and by 
r=/* the !,et of words w = I[, . . . 14,. with 14, c (I, where u = {UC 1 u t U, e = *I}, I1 E- fU 
For )v c. I_‘” ;IS ahove, Ict II == /)iaj( be the U-length of M’. For any word x E $* we 
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have XE(U) iff X=H’ in F for some WE u*. The problem P(x, U)~XE(U) is 
known as the generalized word problem (GWP) and will be considered only for 
finitely generated subgroups ( U). 
For XE (U) there is a w E I/* with x = w in F. This representation for x as a 
product of the generators of the subgroup may not be unique even if one restricts 
to freely reduced words in I/*, i.e., words w = ui . . . u, such that ui f U& So it is 
not clear how to compute from x E S* with x E (L) a representation w E u* for x. 
We say that U=(U,,..., u,} generates H = (U) freely or is independent if every 
x E H has only one such freely reduced representation. It is known that subgroups 
of free groups are again free groups, so such a sit of free generators for H always 
exists. The question is how to co.npute from U an independent set V = { ui,, . . . , z’k), 
such that H = (V). 
If (U)=(V) we call U and V equicalent. We will be interested in sets V where 
cancellations between elements of the set are restricted. 
Definition 2.1. Let V = ( t’,, . . . , uk} be a set of freely reduced words of S? V is 
called Nielsen reduced (N-reduced) if 
(Nl) VXE V:.u- ‘$ \’ 
(N2) tlx, _V E ,V: If Ip(.u.\*)l > 0, then Ip(-x_~)i 2 I-y/, 
(143) KY, “, t E Y : If lp(-~.~)l> 0 and I~(_I~z)[ > 0, then 
Ip(xyQl> 1x1- i., I+ 121, 
It is easy to see [8] that, if V is N-reduced, then V is a free generating system for 
H = (V) and if w = $1 t’i; . . . vl,r, t=; = f 1, is freely reduced in the L,;, then in the free 
reduction p( MT) at least one s-symbol is not deleted from c:,! for each j. (In pa.rticular 
I WI cv c Ip( w)/.) This property will allow us to compute a representation f’(s) E _V* for 
all x E ( V) and to compute a right coset representative g(x) for all x E 8% 
Nielsen proved that any finite set U may be effectively transformed into an 
N-reduced equivalent set V. There are well-known algorithms for performing this 
transformation called a Nielsen reduction [8,9]. Most of them are based on applying 
elementary N-transformations on sets of words. 
If U={w,,..., II,,,}, the following operations on U are called elementary N- 
trartsfonnations: 
(TI) Replace 14; by II, ‘, 
(T2) Replace 14, by U,U, where j # i, 
(T3) Delete ui, if II, = e in E: 
In all three cases it is understood that the u, for j # i remain unchanged. An 
N-transformation is a finite product of elementary N-transformations. Clearly any 
N-transformation transforms U into an equivalent set. For practical reasons we 
want to produce a minimal N-reduced set in a given linear order on S*. 
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Let an arbitrary order on S be given and define for x, JJ E S* 
I-XI= 1.~1 and x comes before v in the dictionary. 
According to this ordering always the smaller one of the words Ui or Ui ’ is stored. 
This is done in part ( 1) of the algorithm below. 
It is easy to transform U into a set which satisfies conditions (N 1) and (N2) of 
Definition 2.1 by elementary N-transformations in such a way that applications of 
transformations of type (T2) are length decreasing, this means Ip( UiUj)l< lUil* This 
is done in part (2) of the algorithm below. 
Assurne qow Ihat (Nl) and (N2) are satisfied but (N3) is not. Then there exist 
X = u:, )‘= I‘$, _1=J4:, L-, ‘I = * 1 with I~(_xv)) > 0, Ip( w)I > 0, lp(_xy-_>l s IxJ - lyl+ j=l. 
Because of (N$, I~I(s_Y)~ 2 1x-l and Jp( JY)I B 121, h : w ence the part of J’ that cancels in 
the product _Y_Y(_K) is no more than half of I’. So X, _Y, z have the form x = up’, 
,‘“@j’, ZE 4~’ with p(_u;ll) = nh$, p(vz) = pb?‘, p(.xyz) = ab? and IpI, (41 d I&2. 
If h+e, then Ip(s?,z)l=Ixl-I?lI+Izl+2.]hl>l_~l-Ivl+I-_I, so we must have b=q 
_Y = ~4’ and /J~I= ZIPI= 219). 
In part (3) of the itlgorithm below we replace ilk by min{ pL;“, cj?). This is an 
N-transformation which preserves the total length 1 IUiI of U, but mav destroy the 
Tatisfaction of (N I ) or (N2). So part (2) of the algorithm has to be passed again. 
We stress again that any change of U in part (2) will reduce the total length x 1~~1, 
so there are no more than rn- YI possible changes of L! due to part (2), provided 
/u,jc: 11, i = I, 2, . . . , m. 
According to these observations we present now the algorithm. By the phrase 
“for till i” we mean all 1 Y. i -=. m such that II, has not been deleted. 
Algorithm 1: Nielsen reduction 
lllprtl : L’ = {?I,, . . . , 21,,~ ) (for some i : II, f 0 in F) 
01rrpu I : v-- (zy,. . . , PJ such that ( Uj - ( 1)‘) and V is N-reduced 
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begin B C true; 
if v = e then delete u, 
else tLi +min{v, fi’} 
end 
end 
end ; 
(3) Look for the least Uj z p$, IpI= 191 such that there exists a uk with r& = qE’ 
Si iik =c$, j#k. 
If there is no such u, then zoto (4); 
uk * min(pc’, cj?}; 
goto (2); 
(4) V = {u, I l/i is not deleted}. 
If the algorithm stops, it works correctly: U and V are equivalent, since only 
N-transformations are performed. 
(Nl) and (N2) hold for V due to part (2) of the algorithm. (N3) holds for V, for 
otherwise this would have been detected in part (3) by the considerations preceding 
the algoritllm. 
We nov’ ;;nalyse the algorithm for its running time. The critical point for this task 
is to give an estimate on the number of steps due to part (3). We call a pass through 
part (2) or part (3) successful if it changes at least on: element Ui. Any successful 
pass through part (3) leads to a pass through part (2). We want an estimate of the 
maximal number of successful passes through part (3) such that all intermediate 
passes through part (2) are unsuccessful. 
Lemma 2.2. As long as passes through part (2) are uusucLessfu1, there are at must 
O( m’) successful passes through part (3). 
Proof. We first show that as long as part (2j is unsuccessful, the element uj found 
in part (3) will never be changed in later passes of part (3): Call such a word active 
and assume u, s ~9’ and u; G 9C’. Then vj < u, ‘, Ipi = 191 S ICI, p < q and sd U, < uk. 
Now tdk is changed to u; = min{ p?‘, cp’}. If Iql< ICI, then Iu_J < (z&l. If lql= ICI, then 
p c C (for p s C implies Uj z u; and p > c implies Uj -) Uk both of whir h are imposs- 
ible), so I.& = p?. 
Since an active word can only change greater words, the word Uj = ~9’ can onl:tt 
!Y changed later on by a u,, which was itself previously changed. But as long as the 
active words have the form pqi’ with lp( = (41 = /qO1, the changed vords are either 
longer than tdj or they begin with p. These words cannot change t,. As soon as the 
active words are of the form 6’ with p < r we will have uj < 14,’ for the changed 
words lik, so they also cannot change Uj. So u, remains unchang ,d. 
Now we c’n prove the lemma: If the active word Uj =p$ ch:* .iges uk to uL, then 
uk begins in 9 or ends in 9-l and ui begins in p or ends in p--l. So z+ is able to do 
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never be changed itself. So there are at most 0( m’) 
part (2) remains unsuccessful. q 
at most 2rn changes and will 
changes in part (3) as long as 
Lemma 2.3. If l~~l~nfor i=l,..., m, then tke given algorilhm Nielsen reduction 
works in time O(m’n”). 
Proof. Part ( I) takes O(mn) steps. One pass through the while-loop in part (2) costs 
O(m’n) steps and the total number of possible successful passes is O(mn), since 
any successful pass reduces the total length C luil of U. So the total number of steps 
in successful passes in (2) is O(m”n’). 
It remains to count the number of steps due to part (3). There are at most O(d) 
passes through part (3) without reducing the total U-length 1 IICiI and any pass costs 
O(m’n) steps, including the unsuccessful pass through part (2). There are at most 
O( mrt) reductions of the total U-length so we have at most O(m’ l m’n- mn) = 
0( m’n’) steps due to part (3). Adding the costs we get that the algorithm works in 
time O(m’n’). Ll 
We have proved the following theorem. 
Notice that our algorithm is based on elementary N-transformations which are 
not length increasing, so the space amount is 0(x 1 u,(). It is easy to construct examples 
where, for part (2),0( Nan) elementary N-transformations are necessary and examples 
where, for part (3), O( m’) elementary N-transformations are possible and necessary 
without changing the total length. E.g., 
if w tdw the cost of’ one N-transformaricn to be O(n) (which is the cost in our 
model). we get for fixed VI a lower hound of O( 16) for any algorithm which performs 
N-reduction based on elementary N-transformations. 
There rare 3 lot of improvements of the algorithm, if it is to be implemented 
on a computer. For instance, in part (2) of the algorithm one looks for a common 
Prefix of certain length in a list of 2n1 words of length less than or equal to II. 
This can bc done using rtn appropriate data structure in O(~nj?) steps. So, 
part !2) can he implemented taking 0( r~‘r1’1 steps, reducing the total cost to 
ot fU%j. 
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3. Subgroup problems 
There are a lot of solutions of algorithmic problems in free groups based on 
Nielsen reduced sets (see, e.g., [9, Chapter 31). A first example of this type is the 
determination of shortest coset representatives for an f.g. subgroup H, i.e., for x E F 
compute a shortest y such that x E Hy. This will give us an algorithm to decide 
whether x E H = He. 
We need some terminology and additional properties of N-reduced sets in order 
to prove our results. 
If Vc SN, we denote by GPREI HALF, SPREI’ the sets of great prefixes, halves 
and small prefixes of the words x E V: more prel:isely, 
GPREF( V) = (x 13~ :s_v E ,V, 1x1 I=- 1 J?I}, 
HALF( V) = {x I~_Y :_XJ E _v, IxI= I_v~>, 
SPREF( V) = {x 13~ :X_I’ E J!, 1x1 s i yl}. 
If _X_V E ,V and sz @ ,V for all z f y, we call x kMed. An N-reduced set V can also 
be characterized by the following properties [9]: 
(N 1’) Everv x E GPREF( V) is isolated. 
(N2’) If .Y_? E _V and Isi= I-VI, then either .Y or _y is isolated. 
Algorithm 1, N-reduction, is so designed that after part (2) all great prefixes are 
isolated and in part (3) the right halves of the uj of even length are isolated. Our 
algorithm leads to an N-Ieduced set V for which (N 1’) holds and for which ail right 
halves of elements L’ I;: V of even length are isolated. This fact will be used later on. 
The most important property of N-reduced sets for algorithmic purposes is the 
following: 
(N*) If z ,,.. .,z,,,E x z$zj+!,, then p(z, . . . z,,,) contains a character from 
any =,, i.e., there are x1, . . . , AT,,, + ,, yI, . . . , y,,, such that zj = x,_v,x,~.!,, 
_~,f e (i= I,. . . , nr) and p(z, . . . z,,,)=x,_Y,_v~. . . y,n_x,j,!,I; so rns 
I f p ZI . ..z.,, )I- 
In particular either a great prefix from 2, or precisely the left half of zI remains 
uncancelled. In- either case the initial segment of zI is isolated and determines zI 
uniquely. 
(N’) is now used to give an 0(1x1) time algorithm for computing a shortest coset 
representative R:(X) for .X c F with respect to H = ( V). The mapping x + g(x) is a 
;-Igllt c~o.oe~ I.epre.srntnfitlc.firnclfion or F module the subgroup If, if I--k = Hg(s) and 
g(.u) = g( _v) whenever Hx = If?;. 
The idea of the algorithm is to split successively a maximal factorf’(s) = z1 . . . zl E 
_v” from the left of X, leaving g(x) with x =j‘(x)g(x) in E 
Let s be freely reduced and u of minimal length such that x’ = z1 . . .zI- v in F with 
ZI c 1: z, -f z;+I,. Then L’ does not begin with a great prefix of _V and only sSmall 
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cancellations between zI and v may occur. Because of x = p(p(z, . . . q)v), zI, . . . , q 
are successively determined from x: If there is a prefix p E GPREF( V) of x, then p 
is isolated and so determine!? zI uniquely. If not, then there is a prefix p G HALF(V) 
of x. Then zl = p$, where q’ is cancelled in p(z, . . . z,), so q is not isolated and 
therefore p is isolated. Again p determines zI uniquely. Replacing x by p(z,‘x) the 
above process may be repeated until all factors Zi are determined. 
Notice that if z E V is of even length, z = p# and 1 pi = 141, then both halves p and 
y of z may be isolated and p = ~$9 q, respectively q = q$ l p, so Hp = Hq with 
1 pi = 141. In order to get a right coset representative function we must choose in this 
case one of the halves to be the representative. 
Let HALF()( V) be any subset of HALF(V) such that for any z E ,V of e\*en length 
exactly one isolated half of z is in HALF,)(V). 
Lemma 3.1. Let V={v,, . . . , v,,,) be N-reduced and H = ( V>. There are Iwear time 
~~~mputable_~irnctiotl.~.~ g such thatjbr any.freel_v reduced x E 5” tke.following conditions 
hold: 
(a) x =_f(x)g(x) in ~-f(x) E _v*, g(x) E s*. ]_f(x)J v s I_yI and lg<_x>I s 1x1. In particular 
Hx = Hg(x). 
(b) g(x) has no prqfix p E GPREF( V) u HALF,,( V). 
(c) g(x)E SPREF( V) [f there is a Y E S* such that xy E H and .y is_freely reduced. 
* (d) For any y E s* with Hy = Hx, Ig(x)[ s 1~~1 and g(x) = g(y). So x E H iflg(x) = e. 
Proof. We use the above developed idea in the folIowine algorithm. 
Algorithm 2: ,Computation of coset representatives 
lnpu t : x c 5” freely reduced 
Output: J-j’(x), g = g(x) satisfying (a)--(d) 
In this algorithm, the while-loop will take its normal exit if s E H, and a jump in 
line (8) will occur if .I $ H. 
For provinp the correcfness of this Agorithm we set it+,, zr to be the \*alues of 1~ 
:111d z in p;rs~ i of the loop. Notice thrtt, in lines (4) ltnd (6). 11 uniquely determines 
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2; since V is N-reduced. Let pi be the maximal common prefix of w, and z,. Then 
W, E PiUi and Zi G pitjf with vi, qi E S*. Further we set 90 z e and up s w,. 
By induction on i we prove: If the computation is not terminated i;l pass i (this 
means p, and Zi are uniquely determined), then 
H’, = 9, _ , v, __ 1 and lvil< IV, _ 11. (*) 
For i = 1 we have wI = qot’O and Iv,1 < Iv,1 since wI = pI v, = qovo, q. = e and p, + e. 
For the induction step assume wi = PiViv Zi s p,qi as above and the computation is 
not finished ii: pass i + 1. Then wi +, = p(ff w,) z y(q#fp,Vi) E qiUi since pi is the 
maximal common prefix Of W, ancl’ Zi. SO Iw,121Wi+ll since 14il~lp,I, If IUi+lll: Iv,/, 
then pi +I is a prefix of 4, because *Vi -+ , = q,vispi+l~,+l. Since pi+1 E GPREF( V)U 
HALh,( VJ is isolated it cannot be a proper prefix of yi which is in SPREF( V). So 
Pi - I G 9i and 4, is isolated, too. Because of Zi z piqf with pi E GPREF( V) u HALFJ V) 
we get lp,l = ISil and p, E HALFJ W. But only one isolated half of z, is contained in 
HALFJ V) which means pi+1 e GPREF( 1’) u HALF~( V), a contradiction. So we have 
proved ltl,l< IV, +,I and hence (*). 
From (*) it follows thilt the algorithm stops in pass 1x1+ 1 or earlier. Since every 
pass has fixed cost (GPREF( V) u HALFJ V) is fixed), the algorithm works in time 
t3(jsl). We ha--e the loop invariant x =f’~p in F and _f~ _V”, which proves (a). Since 
the computation does not stop as long as w; has a prefix p E GPREF( V) u HALFJ V), 
(b) also holds. 
To prove k), assume .YJ~ E If, where _YJ is freely reduced. With input x the 
computation may stop in pass i + 1. Then we have IV, = p,v, anJ w+, = qiV; = g(x). 
If V, E e, then g(.y) G q1 E SPRW( V). Assume Vi f e. Because Vi is a suffix of _Y we 
have, with input ,XY in passes i and i + 1, W, E pivi?), wi+, s qivilr G p, +, v,+,, respectively. 
Since g(x) = ylt!i has no prefix in GPREF( V) u HALF& V), g(x) has to be a prefix of 
P ,tl and so of 3, + 1. Again we get g(x)E SPREF( V). For proving (d), let Hx= H_v 
and Ig(x)I ; Iyi. We may assume that v is freely reduced. Let z be the maximal 
Common suffix 0: ,:(x) and I, so g(x)= MZ and y = vz. Then trU* is freely reduced 
and ~rfi’ E H since .Y_? E H and x =J(x)g( x) with .f(x) E H. Let UC’ = q . . . zp in F, 
2, E y, 2, * - ’ -#+I- An induction on i shows that Ip(Z, . . . zijls Ip(z, . . . zi+l )I and SO 
‘,‘,is Jp(z, . . . z,,)l = lufi’l. Since g(x) = zc has no prefix in GPREE-‘( V) u HALF()( V), 
u does not have such a prefix. We get IuIs $,I. If Ig(x)l:. 1.~1, we have Iv/ < lul. 
This gives lu~i’l< 1~~1 s Ip(q . . . z,, )I = l&l which is impossible. This proves Ig(s$ s 
1.~1 and Igcs)l= lg( _I$ Suppose g(x) P g( ~9). The same argument as before with 
g( _v) in place of _I* gives in this case (II) = IL’I and Iuc’~= Iz,I = Jp(z, . . . +)I = (z,,l. SO 
? = 1 or 2. If p = I, then ~6’ = z, and u or u must be in HAL.F~)( V) which contradicts 
(c). For p = 2 we get u E HALFJ V) which is again a contradiction. This proves 
g(x) = g( J*) and hence (d) holds. 0 
Notice that in Lemma 3.1 the set V is fixed and N-reduced. If the K-reduced set 
V is given as additional input, functions fbJ and g,. with the properties stated in the 
Lemma can be computed in time 0( n’m). 
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Lemma 3.2. There are O(n’m) time computable functions f and g such that for any 
N-reduced set V = {vi, . . . , II,,,) and x E S* the conditions (a) to (d) of Lemma 3.1 
holdforf&) =f( V, x) and gv(x) = g( V, x) arid H = (V). Here n is the maximal length 
ofx, VI,.‘., %l* 
Proof. We may assume that x is freely reduced. Algorithm 2 now with input 
4 VI, - l - , v, needs no more than n + 1 passes and any pass has now a cost of O(nm); 
this gives the time bound. Cl 
In the applications which follow we will for a given set of generators U of a 
subgroup H first apply the N-reduction algorithm to get an N-reduced set V of 
generators for H and then use the functions.& and gv for the set V. The N-reduction 
can be performed in time O(n’) (if nt is kept fixed) and also the functions f,, and 
gv may be computed within this bound. Most of the algorithms which will follow 
will work in time O(n’), we will not state the exact bounds and only state that they 
are polynomially time bounded. 
Theorem 3.3. LCV U = { u,, . . . , u,,} c S*. 7114 problem 
GWP=-={(x, U)lXE s*, XE(L!)} 
is solvable in polwwmial time, is thus in P. 
Proof. We may assume by Theorem 2.4 that U is N-reduced. 
We have (x, U)E GWP@ g&)= e by Lemma 3.2 and so GWPE P. U 
Corollary 3.4. Let U = {II,, . . . , u,,,}, V = { I‘, , . . . , v,,} c s*, m, p E N. The _following 
problems : 
EQUAL = {( U, V) I( Cl) .= { v)}, 
hM0RPf-l = {{ u, \‘,I( u> = (v)}, 
Proof. Let 11 U 11 be the number of elements in U. The size of k c N is [log k] + 1 and 
the size of LI is IuI= 1 lu,l_ For the first four problems we may assume by Theorem 
2.4 that I! :nld V ue N-reduced. 
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We have 
(u,VES * ;OUP e Vu E U : (u, V) E GWP. 
Since GWPE P this c .in be tested in polynomial time, so SUBGROUPE P. 
(U, V)ENF -3ROUP e b.4E u,hE~:V-hE(U) 
$nd (U, V) E SUBGROUP 
and 
(U; V)E EQI_!AL H (L, V), (V, USE SUBGROUP, 
so NSUBGROUP and EQUAL are ir, P. 
Two subgroups of a free group are isomorphic if they have the same rank [8]. 
Since U and V are N-reduced and so generate freely ( U} and ( V), respectively, we 
have 
( U, V) E I~~MORPH C3 11 U 11 = 11 VII, 
so IS~M~RPH E P. 
If U c s* is given and transformed into an N-reduced set K then 
U E INDEP @ 11 C/j1 = 11 VII, (U, k) E RANK e II VII = k, 
so INDEB', RANKE P. Cl 
Corollary 3.5. Let U, V as in Corollary 3.4. The problem 
15 NDEX = {( U, V) I( U) s ( V) and ( U) has finite inde.x in ( V)} 
is in P. 
Proof. For deciding FINDEX we may assume without loss of generality that V is a 
set of letters and U c y*: Let V be N-reduced, test whether (U) s ( V) and if this 
is the case rewrite the elements of U in terms of the generators V with _fv Replace 
distinct elements 0; V by different letters and consider the elements of U as words 
over these letters. This can be done in polynomial time and one is left with the 
claimed case. 
For deciding FINMY in this case we use the following theorem due to Karrass 
and Solitar [S]: Suppose F = (S ;0), ISI = r, and H is an f.g. subgroup of F with an 
N-reduced set of generators { vI, . . . , uk}, where the right halves of the vi of even 
length are isolated. Lzt v, = .x&:$ whero y;’ is the maximal minor terminal segment 
of v,, and let j be the number of distinct initial segments (including e) of 
XI, )‘I, * - - , xk, yk. Then H is of finite indexj in F iff (r - 1) l j = k - 1. For the algorithm: 
N-reduce the set U obtaining a set W = {w,, . . . , wk} of N-reduced generators for 
H. Algorithm 1 gives as output a set where the right halves of the Wi of even length 
are isolated. Determine j; this can 3e done in O(n) steps, and compare (Y - 1) ..i 
with k - 1. This all can be done in polynomial time. 0 
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Corollary 3.6. Let U, V be as in Corollary 3.4. The problem 
INDISO = {( u, v) / m = p, ui + vi induces an isomorphism jiom 
( U) onto ( WI 
is in P. 
Proof. The problem INDW is important in the context of HNN-extensions of free 
groups [33. First test whether (U, V) E ISOMORPH; if not, then cp : u, + vi cannot induce 
an isomorphism. Let (U) z(V); there is an N-transformation N, such that N(U) = 
{ xl, . . . , xc,, e, . . . , e} where X = {x,, . . . , xy) is N-reduced. We apply N to V and 
get N(V)={y,,..., ~7,~). (To compute N(V), just start the N-reduction algorithm 
for U and apply any elementary N-transformation occurring in the process accord- 
ingly to V.) Thus N(U) and N( V) are computable in time O(n’) for fixed m, but 
notice that the words in N( V) may now be of length 0( n’). If cp( N,) = L’, induces an 
isomorphism, we will have _Y, = (p(_v,) for i f; 1, . . . , m and so _Y, = e for i = 
q+I,..., m. Because of ( U) = ( V) we also have that yI, . . . , yc, freely generate K. 
On the other hand, if(U)z(V), N(U)={x, ,...,. y+ e ,..., e} and N(V)={!* ,,..., 
I*~,, e . . . , e), there is a unique isomorphism \I/: (U)+ ( V) with p(s,) = y,, i = 1, . . . , 4. 
N is an N-td-ansformation, so we will have \Y( u,) = c, (i = 1, . . . . m) for this isomorph- 
km. So ( U, V) E INDISO iff ( U, V) E ISOMORPH and if N( U) = {s,, . . . , s,,, e. . . . , e}, 
then N(V)=={! ,,..., _Y,,,, c,,.., e) for the N-transformation which results from 
N-reducing the set U. 13 
4. P-completeness 
Suppose we ha*Je a problem Q which is known to be in P. There are two ways 
to prove that Q is P-complete. The first is to show that Ls Q for all L E P and the 
second is to show :hat Q+ Q, where Q1, is a P-complete problem. We will use both 
approaches to show that all the problems of paragraph 2 are P-complete. 
In order to use the first approach, we shall encode the computation of a TM as 
:i subgroup problem in a free group. This construction was suggested by a construc- 
tiog of Jones and Laaser [6]. Let Z be a deterministic one-tape TM that accepts a 
set I2 and works in polynomial time T(n). Let L I’, K be the input, tape and state , 
alphabets, respectively, and p, y, r the starting, accepting and rqjecting state, respec- 
ti\.ely. We may assume that Z after reaching CJ or r remains in that state scanning 
a blank S at its starting position, and furthermore that Z never moves to the Icft 
of the starting position. The instantaneous description (ID) of Z is a string lk c- 
l’*-(K Xl’)-/‘“. If~-~cX,a~...cw,,,,~~,~I~,:=1”uK~I~isanIDand~=~,...~,,~ 
its following ID, then p, is uniquely determined by N, ,, CY, and cy, + I. Let .f‘: I’:,-+ I ;, 
be the function such that p, -.f((k, ,, (Y,, CY , , ,). The function _f‘ may be regarded as 
1i tiescriptioll of Z‘s Turing table (see [hl). 
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Now we are ready to encode a computation of 2 with input y in a subgroup 
N(y) = (U(y)) of a free group: 2 with y makes at most m = T(l yl) steps and so 
visits no more than m + II places on its tape. Let F = (S ;a), where 
S=.[si,,10ci~m+2,0~f~m,flETo). * 1 
Let ay ’ be the rth ID in the computation and a: the ith letter in QI’. The set U(y) 
will be constructed such that 
Si,,,,E(U(y)) C3 a&. (**) 
For the iqxt y = uluz . . . a,, we define 
U(y)= U,,u U,u l l - u :J,, 
and 
UP {S I.o.cp.‘,,)}U{Si.0,a,Ii=2, l - -, nl 
V(~,.,,.R i=n+L.. . , m +I}u{s~~,,,~~,s,+~.,,~~ t-0, 1,. . . , 4, I I 
U,+,={S F s s s s s ’ 1ii.r.c-1.r.h I - i.r,a r,r+l.d~I--1.I.N 1,t.h r+l,r,c 1 
I d i s rr’t + 1, a, 6, c E To, d = f( a, C, c)) 
for f=O, l,...,nl-- 1. The set U(, corresponds to the initial ID c& 
R(p, a,!~, . . . a$. . . B and the set U,+, corresponds to the transition!) (Y’ + cy” ’ in 
the ( t -C 1)st computation step. 
: 
In order to prove (* *) we describe a Nielsen reduction for the sets Uou Ul u 
. - . u U,: Define the sets A, by: 
A,, = L’,, 
A, + , contains A, and for all 1 s i s m + 1, a, 6, c E &,, d = f’( a, b, c) 
_f -- 
L I+ I,r,$i,t,hSi- I,r.cAr,r+ I.&i I.f2~,f,hSi+I.t.c 
if s, t I.f.c. E 4, 
- .f r.,, bS,- I.,.*& 4 I,JSI I.r.usl.r,b 
ifs, , I,r,,. E A,. .K,,J, g 4, 
Lemma 4.1. For all 0 s i s m +2, 0 < t s m, a E ITo we have s,,,,, E A, @ C-Y: = a. 
Proof. The proof is done by induction on t. 
Qasis. For t = 0 the statement is trivial by the definition of A,, = U(,- 
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lnductionstep. t+t+l:d=a~“iff d=f(a,b,c),wherea=a~_,,b=a:,c=a:+, 
iff (by induction hypothesis) Si_-l,r,a, -Si,,,h, Si+ l,f,C E A, iff (by definition of A,,.,) 
Si,r+l,d E At+ I* (For the last step notice, that d = f(a, b, c) = f(a’, b’, c’) is possible, . 
but for all j there is at most one a such that sj,t,, E A, since a = ai is unique.) q 
Lemma4.2. ForalZt=O,I,...,m-I wehave llAlll=ll~,,ll+~.*+IIUrll. 
Proof. (Remember, 11 A, 11 is the cardinality of A,.) For t = 0 the statement is trivial. 
t -+ t + 1: Since for all j there is at most one a E f. such that Sj,,,a E A,, any word 
in U,, l produces one word w z 6ISi.r + I,a v to A,,_, and all these words are different. 
Furthermore, M@ A, since all words in A, have the form u-‘Si,q,hU with q 5 t. El 
Lemma 4.3. For all t = 0, 1, . . . , m we have (A,) = ( Uou UI v l - l v U,). 
Proof. The lemma follows by induction on t. Cl 
Lemma 4.4. For all t = 0, 1, . . . , m, A, is N-reduced. 
Proof. Basis. For t = 0 the words in A,, = U. are distinct and of length I, so A,, is 
N-reduced. 
Induction Step. t + t + I : All words in A, + , are freely reduced and have odd length, so 
HM_E( A, i ,) = (4. If Mr E A, , ,, then CS’ = L?‘s,., ,(, 21, where q s t + 1 and L’ isempty or consists 
ofletters s,,, ,,,. We have to prove that s = U’s,., ,.‘, and !* = F’ .F,,cl,t, are isolated. Wedo this 
forx. If q 5 t, then 1%’ E A, and there is no M’!: E A, such that M’,,or M’,) ’ begin with x since A, 
k N-reduced by induction hypothesis. Suppose M’,, = ~1,) Is,,, + ,g:, E .4, , I begins with s. 
Because of the second index of the letters involved, this is only possible ifs = s,.,.~,. But 
x,, beginning with _Y conflicts with the definition of ,4, + , since _Y -= H’ E A, in this case. 
Now suppose q = t + 1, i.e., M’ E A, + ,. As above, there is no word M’,,E A, such that M*() 
begins with x. If W,,E A , +, and Q begins with s, it is easy to see that ~3 = \rt‘,,. So .Y is 
isolated, and we have proved that A, +, is N-reduced. Cl 
Proof. For any N-reduced set V c S* the t‘ollowing is true: If s c $, then s c ( V) e 
I’ t y Now the statement follows from Lemmilta 4. I and 4.4. Cl 
Remember that the TM Z accepts the input J’ ilf CY;” = (q, II), where 111 == r(l~/). 
Let .x( .,‘I = .V] .n,., q/Jj. By the previous lemma we have the following. 
Theorem 4.6. T&e TM 2 accepts hpzrt J @f s( _v) E ( U(y)). 
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Proof. By the previous lemmata we know that (A,) = ( U(y)), 11 A, Ii= 11 U( y)ll and 
A,, is N-reduced. If Z accepts y, then s(y) E A,, and s(y) E ( U(y)), so U(y) u (s(y)} 
is dependent and A, u {s(y)} is not N-reduced. If Z rejects y, then s( y)~ A,,, and 
no word in A,,, begins with s(y) or ends with s(y) (see the proof of Lemma 4.4). 
SQ A,,, u {s(y)) is N-reduced and U(y)u {s(y)} is independent. Cl 
We are now ready to prove the P-completer,ess of all the problems mentioned in 
Section 3. 
Theorem 4.8. “l7le problems GWP, SUU~~ROUP, NSURGROUP, EQUAL and FINIEX 
arc3 P-complete under log-space reducibile’tj. 
Proof. The problems are in P by Theorem 3.3 and Corollaries 3.4 and 3.5. We want 
to prove L c GWP for all L E‘ P. If L c E*, then there is a TM 2 that accepts L and 
works in polynomial time T(Q) as above. The transformation 
?’ + (St Yh u YN 
is log-space computable, and by Theorem 4.6 we have 
YE L s-3 (s(y), U( y))~ GWP. 
So CWP is P-complete. 
Now observe that, for any x E s*, U c S”, 
so GWP-G SIJBGROUP and SUBGROUP is P-complete. Since 
(ujs(v) c3 (UU v)=(v) 
G3 (Uu V)is normal in(V) 
H (U u V) has finite index in (V) 
we have SuWc;Roupd EQUAL, SUBGROUP< NSUBGROUP and SUBGROUPS FINDEX. 
This proves that EQUAL, NSUBGRO~JP and FINIWX are P-complete. Cl 
Remark. In Theorem 4.8 we proved the P-compicreness of NsuBc;Roup and FINDEX 
by reducing SUBGROUP to both problems. This is rather trivial. The problem becomes 
less trivial if one wants to decide whether (U) is normal or has finite index in (V) 
when (U) d ( V) is known. These problems are P-complete, too. To see this take 
NWBGROUP* = {t X, U) / x E $*, U c S*, (U) is normal in ( U, x)}, 
F:NDI:X* = {(x, tl) [ N E S*, U E S*, ( U) has finite index in ( U, x)}. 
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Because of Theorems 4.6 and 4.7 we have 
Y E L e (s(y), U y))~ NSUBGROUP* 
e (s( _v), U(y)) E FINDEX*. 
So NSUBGROUP* and FINDEX* are P-complete. 
Theorem 4.9. The problems INDEP, ISOMORPH, INDISO and RANK, are P-complete 
under log-space reducibility. 
Proof. Again, the problems are in P by Theorem 3.3 and Corollaries 3.4 and 3.5. 
We want to prove L--- =INDEP for all LEP. If Lee* is in P, then L=z*--L is also 
in P. So there is a TM 2 that accepts L and operates in polynomial time T(n) as 
above. The transformation 
is log-space computable. By Theorem 4.7 we have 
So IN~XI~ is P-complete. 
Now observe that, for any U c S*, 
= ([I, {S,, L,. . . , .!,,(,!,}>E ININS 
so INDW~ RANK, INIIEPS ISOMOKPH and hm.:.- I NDISO. This proves that RAN K, 
~SOMOKIW and ~NDISO are P-complete. a 
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